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The CCR Creative Industries:

Putting World-class
Talent Centre Stage

Nurturing Talent that Leads the
World
Industry-Best Training & World-class
Productions
Providing a Home-from-home for
World-class Productions
Giving Opportunity to Talent in all
Communities
World-Class Productions Created by
Home-Grown Talent
Where ‘Going For It’ Can Take You a
Long, Long Way

Read our stories, be inspired and open the door to a world of new opportunities

FOREWORD
BY SUZANNE CHESTERTON

Celebrating the Cardiff Capital Region’s
Creative Industries
CCR | VIDEO SERIES

Pathways to Accessing
Industry Best Training
The fast-evolving Film & TV cluster in Cardiff
Capital Region is becoming a global destination
for some of the best screen productions being
made anywhere in the world.
How good is it? How great could it become?
And how can people from all backgrounds break
into it? Chair Allison Dowzell, Managing Director
of Screen Alliance Wales put those questions
(and more) to a panel of people who are helping
make it all happen – provoking some fascinating
insights into an increasingly valuable sector and
a growing employer in South Wales.
In this first episode guests include: Sue Jeffries
(MD of Sgil Cymru), Richard Moss (MD of
Gorilla Post-Production) and Tom Ware
(Director of Production & Performance, Faculty
of Creative Industries, University of South
Wales), who each give an honest assessment of
where this industry is right now; and where it
could go in the future.

WATCH NOW

The Cardiff Capital Region has nurtured some
outstanding talent in its time. But none more
extraordinary than those professionals currently
working within the Creative Industries of South
East Wales. This vibrant sector employs more than
5,000 people in our region, making a highly valuable
contribution to our local economy- and helping put
our corner of Wales quite literally on the world stage.
We’re now one of the top global destinations for
TV and Film production; and at one point in 2020
we were the busiest screen production hub in Europe
- with people of many different backgrounds and skill
sets plying their trade in the multitude of businesses
that support the Creative ‘Clwster’ that’s now firmly
established around the Welsh capital.
Our aim in creating the series of features contained in
this publication was to; shine a spotlight on the breadth
and depth of talent, achievement and opportunity we
have within this industry, showcase why its a priority
sector for the CCR, and to amplify the potential it has
for being a sector of global repute.

from BAFTA-award-winning Script Writers, Special
Effects experts and Apprentice Location Managers,
to world-class production companies, specialist
accommodation providers and bespoke equipment
suppliers - as well as the Universities, FE colleges
and training providers who offer such inspirational
support to people from all backgrounds endeavouring
to build a career in this exciting and fast-growing
industry.
The answers are inspiring and provide some fascinating
insights into what it takes to succeed and the quantum
of opportunity that awaits those who are ready and
willing to grasp it with both hands.
We hope you enjoy the read.

Suzanne Chesterton

Marketing & Communications Lead

Just how good are we? How great could we become?
What pathways are available to get into the industry?
And what does it take to succeed? We asked these
questions (and more) of the many different people
who pursue their creative passion in this sector -
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Putting Worldclass Talent
Centre Stage
It could be said that creativity is
in the DNA of Wales. But for many
years, this nation of singers and
storytellers seemed shy to show
its full potential. Not anymore.
The rise of the Welsh TV and film industry
over the last decade has been little short
of astonishing. The world’s film-makers are
flocking here to exploit the gorgeous locations,
state-of-the-art facilities and rich seam of
local expertise. At the same time, Welsh talent
is creating its own home-grown drama, and
exporting it to the world. His Dark Materials,
A Discovery of Witches, Industry, Doctor Who,
Casualty, Brave New World, Dream Horse, War
of The Worlds, Apostle, Episodes of Gangs of
London, Sex Education, The One, The Accident,
Keeping Faith, and Gavin and Stacey were ALL
made in the Cardiff Capital Region for the world
to enjoy.
If you’ve been to the cinema or watched a box
set in the past few years, chances are you’ve
seen something that’s been filmed or produced
in Wales. Hinterland, Transformers: The Last
Knight, King Arthur: Legend of the Sword, Born to
Kill and Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows are
just a few of the high profile productions that
have chosen Wales as the place to shoot high
quality drama and film.
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The creative and media industries
contribute £360 million to the
Cardiff Capital Region Economy”
This golden age for Welsh creativity hasn’t
happened by chance. Through Welsh Government
support, the creative industries have become one
of our fastest growing sectors. With more than
1300 media firms, 600 of which are in Film and TV,
contributing approx. £360 million GVA – the sector
has become a growth engine for the CCR economy.
Those working in media comprise 7% (and rising)
of the region’s workforce and represents one of
highest sectoral employment concentrations in the
UK. Since 2016, 34% of all new jobs in the UK’s
media sector have been located in the CCR.
South East Wales has become the place where
creative companies and talent flourish – a
recognised centre for TV and film production,
home to BAFTA, Emmy and RTS award-winning
businesses that are pushing the creative envelope
domestically and globally, with fast developing
international trade links and pioneering workforce
training initiatives.

The CCR creative ecosystem
is now in place”
The CCR creative ecosystem is now in place to
grow this success even further, with industryleading names such Bad Wolf, Bang Productions,
Dragon Studios, Gorilla Post-Production and
Mad Dog Casting very much part of the fabric of
our creativescape. It’s no coincidence that major
studios and big hitters in the creative industry are
choosing Wales over other worldwide locations.
Of course, our Region is blessed with incredible
natural assets, but it’s not just our stunning vistas
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that are proving to be excellent bait for creative types.
The lure is in fact economic and largely due to a longterm strategy by the Welsh Government, led by its
Creative Industries Sector Panel.

engineers, to location managers, production managers
and the plethora of craft skills needed to build the
spectacular sets that are enchanting audiences around
the world.

Since its inception in 2010 the Creative Industries
Sector Panel has played a pivotal role in attracting
over £100m of investment into Wales. The panel’s
support helped bring Pinewood Studio Wales and Wolf
Studios Wales to Cardiff – and Bay Studios to Swansea
– facilities which between them have already hosted
Amazon Prime’s Paris-set drama series The Collection,
the aforementioned Da Vinci’s Demons and the Netflix
feature film Apostle. And when you consider that
these facilities are bolstered by the proximity of three
national parks – Snowdonia, Pembrokeshire coast and
the Brecon Beacons – all of which have been utilised
as filming locations on a variety of productions in the
past; then the reasons for establishing productions in
Wales are easy to understand.

The next generation of crews are being trained
through the hands-on courses right here in the Capital
Region – at The Cardiff School of Creative & Cultural
Industries’ Atrium, the specialist costume construction
studies for screen and stage at Coleg y Cymoedd,
as well as the Animation, Games and Visual Effects
course at the University of South Wales. And only last
month, the National Film & Television School (NFTS)
announced the creation of a national hub located at
BBC Cymru Wales’ new HQ at Central Square in the
centre of Cardiff, focusing its activity on supporting
very recent graduates to acquire the skills required to
either pursue postgraduate study or to successfully
transition into the creative industries. As Jon Wardle,
NFTS Director notes: “The Welsh creative industries
are thriving and this will provide a clear pathway to
jobs”.

Growing indigenously as well
as through inward investment”
It’s not all about encouraging inward investment,
of course. Wales Screen was established in 2002
to provide logistical assistance to indigenous
productions, as well as working to attract productions
from outside of Wales, making use of the Welsh
Government’s £30m Media Investment Budget.
That vision and foresight has seen the evolution of
a Creative Cluster with global ambitions – and the
launch of Creative Wales in 2020 brings a whole new
impetus, offering a streamlined and dynamic service
aligned to the needs of the whole creative industry
(and delivering immediate benefit in the shape of an
£18m emergency fund for the culture, creative and
sport sectors in Wales).
Looking forward, the Creative Wales focus on a
more targeted regional and sub-sector approach will
develop the right skills to support continued growth
– recognising that this cannot be done in isolation
and will need closer working with industry and trade
union partners, especially in promoting diversity and
inclusion across the industry.

 ew Series in the New Year to Shine
N
a Light on the Talent and Opportunity
in our Midst”
As one of Cardiff Capital Region’s Priority Sectors,
it’s incredibly heartening to see so much positive
development going on in the Creative Industries,
despite the pandemic impact.
To celebrate this, and to highlight both the enormous
breadth and depth of talent that exists in our midst
(and the opportunities the sector affords for engaging
fulfilling employment for our people), we’ll be
publishing a series of articles next month, featuring
interviews and insights from key figures across the
Welsh Creativescape – exploring the secrets behind
their success and scoping the many training and career
opportunities open to people of all backgrounds in this
world-class sector.
It promises to be a compelling read…

Wales is working hard to create
the talent pipeline”
With all of this activity, it’s clear that Wales is working
hard to create the talent pipeline of highly skilled
native professionals the industry needs – from makeup and costume designers, special effects and sound
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Nurturing
Talent that
Leads the
World
The Creative Industries in South Wales are
increasingly acknowledged as an emerging
global powerhouse, based on industry-leading
training, world-class infrastructure and a
beautiful, diverse geography.
Writer/Director Phil John exemplifies our homegrown talent – nurturing his skills in the region before
building an impressive 20-year global career, scripting
and directing a wide variety of award-winning films.
Phil’s currently in Glasgow working on a new Marine
Crime Drama, ‘Annika’, with Nicola Walker – taking a
Radio 4 series and expanding it into a 6-part TV series
– and he kindly took some time out to talk with us
about the lessons he’s learned on his journey…

I knew I wanted to be a filmmaker
from the age of eight.”
“I’m very lucky in that from the age of eight I knew I
wanted to work in film. My dad had an old Super 8
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camera and we used to create our own mini-productions
in glorious colour, using my toys to animate car crashes
and suchlike. By the time I went to secondary school I
was already running a film club, so it’s a bit surprising
that the school never took my ambitions seriously when
I told them what I wanted to do with my life. They didn’t
even tell me that Newport Film School, one of the most
pre-eminent in Europe at that time, was right on my
doorstep. Growing up during those years, feeling that
lack of resource, really affected my confidence. I come
from a working-class family in the Valleys, where my
father worked in a foundry and my mother was a parttime waitress – and even today, after all these years, I’m
always convinced the job I’m working on will be my last;
an anxiety that I think goes back to those school days, but
which has probably also pushed me to where I am.

Newport Film School was on
my doorstep but no one told
me about it”
“The road has certainly not been a straight one. My parents
wanted me to go to University and I got the grades for
Goldsmith’s to read Animal Psychology,
but didn’t go through with it – derailing it by joining a
band and managing a label for a few years. As the band
broke up I decided to enrol on the one-year Media course
at the London School of Printing and with that under my
belt promptly fell in love and moved to West Wales, where
I had the vision of establishing a filmmaking and media
company. It didn’t quite work out that way and I ended
up making corporate videos, including one which I wrote,
directed, filmed and edited, promoting Pembrokeshire as a
tourist destination.

I met people who literally changed
my life”

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

It was a very challenging time financially; and with the
break-up of my relationship I finally decided to do things
properly – and applied for the two-year BTEC at, you
guessed it, Newport Film School. They almost laughed at
my work but one person at the interview saw the potential
in me – through the Pembrokeshire corporate video –
and that single moment changed my life. It got me into a
brilliant Film School that gave me permission to be what
I’d always wanted to be – and it was there, at 30 years of
age, that my career really started. I applied to Newport as a
Cinematographer but a year in, a remarkable writer called
Steve Gough said to me ‘you’re a Writer/Director’ and he
made me believe in myself. He made me believe I was who
I always wanted to be.

“You make your own luck – and
luck is when opportunity meets
preparation.”

nuns. A brilliant agent, Cathy King, fell in love with what
became award-winning Sister Lulu and took me on her
books – and for the past 20 years she’s been instrumental
in my success. Her faith in me meant I could really break
through.

There’s room for everybody.
If I can do it, anyone can do it.”
For me, there’s a clear way into the industry: learn the
craft, work with people who push you and encourage you
– but be really honest with yourself, Do you really have
the passion and commitment? Do you genuinely live for
what you do? Can you put up with the constant rejection?
If I can do it, anyone can do it. That’s not me being humble
– the training opportunities now are greater than they’ve
ever been. Organisations such as Screen Alliance Wales
and Bad Wolf offer many opportunities to young people
interested in careers in Film and TV so get in touch. It’s
my belief that once you focus, once you get ‘plugged in’,
the experience you keep gaining will take you through to
wherever you’re meant to be.”

“Bob Evans, the Hollywood Producer, says
“You make your own luck – and luck is when an
opportunity meets preparation. One day an opportunity
will come your way; and you need to be prepared to grab
it.” My moment of luck, where the opportunity met my
preparation, came at the Wales Playhouse, when Ruth
Caleb was with the BBC. They chose to commission a
30-minute script that I’d written, but being a Writer/
Director, I had to find the courage to stand in front of Ruth
like a naughty schoolboy, and say that I wanted to direct
the film as well as write it. After a few awkward moments
meeting my gaze, Ruth let me do it. It appeared on BB2
and was well-received. From there I created ‘Suckerfish’
which gave me the chance to direct in the states for two
weeks; and a film called ‘Sister Lulu’, which was a dark,
edgy story about a psychopathic nun praying on other
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Providing a
Home-fromhome for
World-class
Productions
The Creative Industries have grown to become
a major part of the South Wales landscape –
creating world-class TV and Film productions,
nurturing exciting talent across many different
skillsets, and generating £360 million for the
Cardiff Capital Region economy.
Alex Priestley, Founder and Co-Director of Blue Palm
Apartments, embraced the market opportunity to
offer high-quality serviced accommodation to senior
figures in the global TV and Film industry: providing
a home-from-home to professionals who choose our
region as the perfect location to create some of the
most magical productions that appear on our screens…

We saw the need for high-quality
serviced accommodation, tailored
to a discerning and aestheticallyminded clientele”
“Based on our experience in the industry, we realised
that there was a need for high-quality serviced
accommodation, tailored to a discerning and
8
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aesthetically-minded group of people who work long
hours on intensive projects – and need to come back
to a tasteful, comfortable and well-equipped homeaway-from-home after they’ve wrapped for the day. I
reached out to Allison Dowzell at Screen Alliance Wales
and Penny Skuse at Wales Screen, as well as a few other
senior figures in the industry, and all of them said, “Great
idea – go for it!” So my business partner Camila and I
set up Blue Palm Apartments in early 2019, bringing
together my experience in property and passion for the
creative industries. Allison in particular has been hugely
supportive, recommending our properties to clients and
putting us in touch with local production houses.

There’s record investment in our
Creative Industries and we need
to literally accommodate that”
“Over the past couple of years South Wales has
accommodated landmark shows such as His Dark
Materials, A Discovery of Witches, Industry, Gavin &
Stacey, Brave New World, Apostle, War of the World’s,
Sex Education, Hinterland – as well as long-running
favourites like Doctor Who and Casualty. We’re currently
scaling up our operation by acquiring new properties,
giving a broader range of options to our clients. Our
business plan demands that we choose judiciously, as
some of our clients move to Cardiff for 6 months or more.
It’s so important that they’re in a good location to enjoy
their life away from work. Simply being able to walk to a
good bakery and pick up some fresh bread can make all
the difference.

 ven as a young business we
E
play an important part in the
local supply chain”
“Quality accommodation plays an important role in
the viability of a city being considered for a large-scale
www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

production. As a company, we’re learning and adapting
all the time, always looking to improve the quality of the
service we provide based on the feedback we receive from
clients. The way we see it, we’re representing our industry
and our city when people choose to stay with us, so it’s
not something we take lightly.

The Welsh government should
be applauded for its vision and
ambition”
“That’s one of the reasons why the Welsh Government
should be applauded for its ambition and imagination
in nurturing the Creative Industries. It brings so much to
us as a nation – and creates a ripple effect throughout
the economy. Even a relatively young business of our size
plays an important part in the local economy – employing
local services such as maintenance, cleaning and laundry.
All of it has a positive impact downstream, and we’re
proud to play our part.

Our clients tell me that the future
looks bright for the industry in our
region”
“As our client-base continues to grow, the future looks
bright, despite the pandemic. The feedback we get from
clients is that this region has built a reputation as a great
place to produce – with brilliant crews, great facilities and
a wonderful geography. It’s our vision to make sure that
Blue Palm Apartments adds to that experience, providing
a high-quality accommodation option to the people who
come here to make it all happen.”

To find out more about Blue Palm’s excellent
range of apartments, visit
www.bluepalmproperty.co.uk
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We caught up with Alex to discuss his career to
date and he told us;
I guess you could say that I started off on
stage, as I did a lot of theatre in school in
Manchester, but I’ve always been fascinated
by how both stage and film productions are put
together. That’s why I came down to Cardiff to study
at the Royal Welsh College of Music & Drama because
their Stage Management & Technical Theatre course
is so broad-based, immersing you in both TV and
Theatre. My time at the college proved to be three
years of fantastically diverse experiences that involved
me in everything from lighting to sound, as well as
stage management – and even now I still feel very
much part of the community there.

“Fantastically diverse experiences
and placements at the Royal Welsh
College of Music & Drama”

Industry-Best
Training &
World-class
Productions
The Creative Industries in
South Wales are increasingly
acknowledged as an emerging global
powerhouse, based on industryleading training, world-class talent,
a fast-growing infrastructure and a
uniquely diverse geography.
Alex Moore has discovered this himself – with
the 24-year old Location Assistant choosing
the Royal Welsh College of Music & Drama for
his training; and staying in the Cardiff Capital
Region to build a burgeoning career across an
impressive array of productions ….
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“Everyone at the college encouraged me to do a lot of
placements as part of the course; and one of those
involved working with the Locations team on the set
of a major production – Netflix’s ‘Apostle’ – which
proved to be an amazing six weeks’ work experience.
After that, interspersed between studies and shows,
I was able to work with renowned Directors such as
Robbie Del Maestro – incredible people to be working
with and learning from – which meant that before
the end of my studies I’d also worked on a film for
Lionsgate, as well as ‘Pobol y Cwm’ and ‘Dark Heart’
for ITV.

“Placements working with
renowned Directors on major
Netflix and Warner Bros
productions”
“Being at the College allowed me to start building up
my contacts. I’ve always pushed myself to knock on
the door of productions and ask questions of everyone
involved – and that’s vital if you’re going to break
into work. One of my ‘big breaks’ was my final college
placement, working on a film called ‘Six Minutes To
Midnight’, where ex-Welsh College alumni Lloyd Elis
took me under his wing in the production office. That
meant I could view the industry through a different
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perspective, which I enjoyed immensely. And it also put
me in the right place at the right time because as the
pre-production finished, I joined the location team I had
worked with on ‘Apostle’ as they moved onto ‘His Dark
Materials’.

“Building up contacts, knocking on
doors, always asking questions”
“I owe a great deal to Screen Alliance Wales, who got
me my first paid roles as a Location Trainee and then
Location Assistant. People like Allison Dowzell, and Rhys
Griffiths and Gareth Skelding and more recently Lowri
Thomas were incredibly helpful in every way. They’re
established figures in their own right who have taken all
the time needed to point me in the right direction; and
like Lloyd Elis they’re still there for me, even now. In fact,
EVERYONE I’ve worked with has pushed me to learn
and develop, so it’s difficult to pick out individuals for
particular thanks, as I’ve learnt so much from working
with many different people, on all sorts of projects, big
and small.

“Witnessing the ambition and
ingenuity of creating Dr Who”
“It may sound like a grand plan to be here in South Wales
but it’s just good fortune. I’ve been a big Dr Who fan
since the age of 10 when it came back on our screens.
My dad was brought up watching the original series in
the 70’s and said ‘you’ll enjoy this’ when it came back
in its new guise. I was hooked from the first episode I
watched. It was unlike anything else I’d ever seen. Little
did I know that a few years later I’d be in the city where
it’s made – and I’ve witnessed at first hand the ambition
and ingenuity that’s here in the region to create such
an amazing production – it’s a genuine art to produce
something so special around the streets of Cardiff.

near to Manchester, I thought I’d probably head home to
MediaCity after leaving college, but the people and the
industry here have been so welcoming: this is my third
year and I’ve not had to look beyond South Wales for
work. There’s such a great mix of production – from drama
to documentary – and as a freelancer it’s good to know
you can go from job to job, even within all that happened
in 2020.

“If you have the passion, people skills
and sense of wonder, go for it”
“What have I learned so far? I think there are a few key
qualities you need if you’re to succeed in this industry.
You certainly need to be a real communicator and able to
connect with all types of people. And you definitely need
a thick skin, as there are times of pressure when things are
said in the heat of the moment. And through all of that,
you need to keep that sense of wonder and excitement
at the magic you’re helping create. It doesn’t always feel
like that when you’re stood for 12 hours in the Welsh
rain trying to bring it all together. But if you’ve got those
qualities and you’re passionate about what you do, don’t
be afraid to pester people and ask questions – people in
this industry will take the time to explain things to you
and help you work out your path if they can see that
you’re serious about it.
“There’s such wonderful variety and wide-ranging skillsets
in this sector – from the prep to the filming, to the editing
– there’s something here for everyone if you really go
for it.”

“A golden moment in the South Wales’
Creative Industries”
“There’s a feeling that this is a golden moment in the
Creative Industries here in South Wales – and there’s
something very special happening right now. Growing up
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Tom Ware, Director of Production & Performance at University
of South Wales.

Giving
Opportunity
to Talent in all
Communities
The Creative Industries have grown to
become a major part of the South Wales
landscape – a home for world-class TV and
Film productions from His Dark Materials
to Sex Education, nurturing exciting
talent across many different skillsets; and
launching rewarding careers for people
from all backgrounds.
Tom Ware spent 15 years at the BBC and 10
years as an independent Executive Producer in
Cardiff before becoming Director of Production
& Performance at University of South Wales,
where he has recently launched Film & TV
School Wales, as well as overseeing USW’s
Journalism, Performance & Music courses.
Tom still produces the successful Channel 4
Daytime series Find It Fix It Flog It with Welsh
independent production company Yeti Media –
making him uniquely placed to give insights into
the opportunities available to talent from all
communities in this fast-growing sector…

Our aim is provide a pathway
for people in every community
across the region”
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“Our aim is to provide a pathway into the Creative
Industries for people who have the talent, wherever
they are in the region. We have over 2700 students
– including over 60% of all Screen Industry students
currently studying in Wales. Our big focus is to
provide access into the creative industries for
everyone and it’s been a very encouraging four years
since I came here, developing strong partnerships
with Screen Alliance Wales, all our regional FE
colleges and many different employers to make
that happen.

There are now many different
ways that people can join the
creative industries”
“To help to provide new progression routes into
the Wales screen industries, we began by bringing
together all of our screen courses – including Film,
Television, Media, Visual Effects, Animation and
everything else connected with it – under one
brand called Film & TV School Wales. Having this
new brand and building our partnership with SAW
really helped us coordinate and add to the many
routes already available for students to join us.
For example, young people can now get a taste
of working in Film while at school through the
Screen Alliance schools outreach programme, then
complete the relevant Level 3 qualification before
choosing either a two-year course at FE colleges
such as those at Cardiff & Vale and the Gower with
a further year at USW – or coming directly to us for
a three-year undergraduate degree. And now we’re
also offering a postgraduate MA in Film, for those
who want to take their studies further.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

Discovering your strengths
and weaknesses, collaborating
with different types of people
to become better.”
“Our mission is to give all our students the opportunity
and courage to find out their strengths and weaknesses,
to try, fail, then try again – and that includes working
on placements which involve working on ‘real’ film
productions. It’s an approach designed to build up a
genuine confidence so that students who graduate
with us feel genuinely “industry ready” – plus it helps us
introduce students to entry level jobs through our many
contacts with the major creative industries employers
in the region. Those employers are sincere in wanting
to bring through talent from everywhere – and like us,
they want to make the Creative Industries in Wales a
genuine meritocracy, where people can grow by what
they do rather than who they know, and that no one
has to leave Wales to build a successful career.

Our students have had 17 Oscar
and 15 BAFTA nominations – and
we won the BAFTA for SFX on
Dark Materials”
“I think it’s fair to say that our approach is bearing fruit,
with our students working on all the major drama
productions that are being made in the region. In the
past year alone we had 40 students working on Dark
Materials – and over 20 in front of and behind the
camera on Netflix’s Sex Education. Beyond that, in
2020 we had 17 alumni nominated for Oscars, 15
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alumni nominated for BAFTAs – including a BAFTA for
the Special Effects created by our graduates on Dark
Materials. So there’s lots of really good stuff going on.

 here’s more opportunity than
T
there’s ever been”
“I’ve been in Cardiff since 2008 and witnessed how
the industry has grown hugely during that time. It’s
probably now 10 times the size it was when I first
arrived – and at one point in 2020 was actually the
second busiest screen cluster in Europe. So there’s more
opportunity than there ever has been. One of our roles
is to help build the talent pipeline to supply what is now
a world-class industry right on our doorstep. We can do
that in many ways working closely with FE colleges and
training providers, such as the brilliant Costume Course
at Colege Y Cymoeds in Nantgarw, and the fantastic
work being done by Sue Jeffries at SgilCymru. We’re
passionate about spreading the word that we now
have a critical creative mass in the region, and inviting
people to simply find out more.

I’d like to extend that invite right
now – just come and see what we’re
doing at the Atrium; and see what
we have for you.”

The Creative Industries Edition
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Like many good things in life, my own
journey to Wales wasn’t really planned!
I worked with the fantastic Welsh-based
Director, Pip Broughton, while I was at Zenith
and we made some well-received productions for
the BBC, including 55 Degrees North. Pip then
became Creative Director at Stephen Fry’s Sprout
Productions, bringing me in to produce on the Sky
Playhouse series; where one of the actors was Craig
Roberts, Newport born and bred. The three of us
enjoyed working together and it showed in the end
results, so we decided to create a company and
make the productions that we really wanted to
make.

World-Class
Productions
Created by
Home-Grown
Talent
The Creative Industries have
grown to become a major part
of the South Wales landscape –
creating world-class TV and Film
productions, nurturing exciting
talent across many different
skillsets; and launching many
rewarding careers for people
from all communities.
A distinguished producer with a pedigree
that includes running Zenith Entertainment
in London, Adrian Bate’s journey to Wales
came through working with Welsh talent –
and seeing both the commercial and creative
advantages of establishing Vox Pictures in
Cardiff’s Mount Stuart Square. Five years
on from opening their doors in the heart of
Cardiff Bay, how has the venture progressed
– and what opportunities does he see for the
people working here in our ever-expanding
TV and Film industry?
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“Being here meant we could afford
facilities and sleep at night”
“When we set-up Vox Pictures in Mount Stuart
Square, Pip was already in talks to make the
Welsh-language version of Keeping Faith (Un Bore
Mercher) for S4C. Welsh-based writer Matthew
Hall created the Series prior to BBC Wales
becoming involved – and the rest is history. It’s
become a BBC 1 hit and has now found an SVOD
platform with Acorn in the US. Keeping Faith has
grown into a big production beast during those five
years, costing around £750,000 an hour; and we
couldn’t have geared Vox to achieve that without
the commercial advantages of being based in
Cardiff rather than London. The economics of being
here mean we could run our edit suites from the
offices, development rooms and all the other things
that help you plan ahead to create a £5 million
series – and still sleep at night.

“Cardiff has been an incredibly
fertile bed for us to sit in and
grow our projects”

companies too, establishing Cliff Edge Pictures
with Craig, Empty Room Productions with Eve
Myles and a company with Sandi Tosvig which
has just seen us shoot at The Globe in London
and bring the post-production back to Wales.

“After a year of working with us
or any other production company,
you’ll know what you want to do”
“We’re also bringing the post-production to Wales
from a film shot in Norfolk – and being able to
generate inward investment is important to us, as
the Welsh government supported us with a grant
when COVID hit in March 2020, has continued
backing us with an equity investment in a major
new production; and also enabled us to fund
the hiring of a brilliant new Producer and Head
of Production. The talent is definitely here in
Wales and we’re looking to nurture that, through
mentorships and traineeships – giving people the
opportunity to find out where their future lies in
this industry, because after a year of working with
us or any other production company, you’ll know
what you want to do.

“We’re now aiming to make bigger
and even better productions from
here in Cardiff”
“We’ve proven ourselves to be very good at what we
do, thanks to the talent and support here in Wales.
I feel that there’s a really health creative forum for
our ideas at S4C and BBC Wales. We want to build
on that, move up to the £1m-plus productions –
and make strategic alliances with partners who
can give us global reach to make bigger and even
better productions based out of Cardiff.”

“Although Keeping Faith has been the main arch
for the company over the past five years, we’ve
also been proud to work on the anniversary project
for Aberfan The Green Hollow and the production
to mark the 60th anniversary of the NHS To
Provide All People (both written by Wales based
poet and novelist Owen Sheers. Cardiff has become
an incredibly fertile bed for us to sit in and grow
our projects. It’s allowed us to set-up three satellite
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Richard Moss, Founder and Managing Director of Gorilla
Productions

Where
‘Going For It’
Can Take You
a Long, Long
Way
The Creative Industries have grown to
become a major part of the South Wales
landscape – creating world-class TV and Film
productions, nurturing exciting talent across
many different skillsets; and launching
many rewarding careers for people from all
communities.
Richard Moss has forged a fascinating career
that’s taken him from Runner and multi-awardwinning Editor, to Founder & MD of Gorilla
Productions. Along the way, Rich has worked
on everything from sport and fast-turnaround
events through to documentaries – and he’s
passionate about widening access to the wide
variety of careers available, explaining how his
own journey shines a light on what is possible…

A Ponty Boy who came to
Cardiff to be a Runner”
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“I started my own career in a rather classical way
– a Ponty Boy from a Valleys comprehensive who
came to Cardiff to be a Runner. It was the late
80’s, the days of heavy technology and expensive
boxes, when most productions were largely reliant
on videotape editing. There was already a vibrant
post-production industry here, but the type of
work we were doing back then took three or four
edit suites, whereas today it’s being done in 100 or
more suites. It shows how the demand for content
has radically increased – and it gives you an idea of
how opportunities in the industry have grown too.

If you shine and give 200%, people
will mentor and support you”
“I did as much as I humanly could in my early days,
asking all the questions, sleeping on couches at
work, always going the extra mile in whatever I
did, moving to London at the drop of a hat. You’ve
got to put 200% into everything you do. You’ve got
to shine and be positive every day, engaging with
everyone and everything, always asking ‘How Can
I Help?’ People in this industry react to enthusiasm
and will give you the time and support you need if
they see that you mean it. There were many great
finishing editors who took me under their wing
and mentored me, and that quality of support
and encouragement is something I see here today
in all of the Welsh Creative production and post
companies.

I’ve watched our scripted drama
become very, very good on a world
stage”

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

“I’ve watched some parts of our industry in Wales,
such as the scripted drama side, become very, very
good and established on a world stage. That all goes
back to Dr Who making Cardiff its home – and it
shows the importance of being able to reference a
headline production. Companies such as Bad Wolf
and Urban Myth have subsequently become a game
changer – we’re all seeing the benefit of that – and
I’m expecting good things from the new ‘Seren’ studio
development too. The COVID crisis has shown that
we can continue to control things in a studio, even
in a pandemic, and that bodes well for the high-end
drama we produce here – and the new skills our
people are able to continually learn, with players
like HBO and Sky coming to us with new tech and
new processes.

It’s not about getting more
budgets. It’s about getting
more opportunities.”
“The non-scripted side of our industry has been hit
hard by COVID and needs more balance. We need
to look after our incumbent production companies,
because they’ve always been the ones who have
grown and invested in the local talent. In that context
S4C and the Welsh language productions have been
vital to our cultural and creative credibility -providing
the platform that’s allowed us to develop the highend capacity. This business is all about getting the
Commissions – and I still think we could have a louder
voice in that process. We have great companies, but
we need to open up our ability to get more UK-wide
and international commissions. It’s not necessarily
about getting more budgets, it’s about getting more
opportunities.”
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You can go from Assistant to Editor
to Main Editor over three years”
“We have decades of experienced talent here in
Wales. Now we need to build a production pipeline
that allows our people to grow. We need returning
series where we can mentor an Assistant in Year 1 to
be an Editor in Year 2 and then Main Editor in Year
3. It’s that consistency, rather than the feast and
famine, which allows us to grow the talent. And we
need to be widening access to include everyone too.
I’m in regular discussions with our HR Manager about
this and talking right now to Urban Myth Films in
Newport, who are running a big diversity event this
year. I think it comes down to ‘getting out there’ into
all the communities, meeting people and telling them
‘We Want You. We Really Want You. Come & Talk To
Us.’ That’s the best way to improve diversity in our
industry; and that’s why I’m such a big fan of the
work being done by Screen Alliance Wales.”

Get in there, find out what you enjoy,
and see where it takes you.”
“I sometimes look back to that young man in Ponty
and wonder what words of advice I’d give him.
Originally I wanted to be a graphic designer, which
led me into storytelling, which took me towards
becoming an editor. It rarely goes in a straight line.
So my advice to everyone is simple: ‘Get in there, find
out what you enjoy; and see where it takes you’.”
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As soon as I qualified from Deloitte I went
into the film industry, but left at 29 to start
my own business – an Artificial Intelligence
consultancy – before acquiring a subsidiary of the
Daily Telegraph to set up what became a pioneering
Business Angel network. In 1995 I started my own
internet business, which I sold before the dotcom
crash in 2001. By then I’d built up something of a
reputation for creating early-stage start-ups and on
the good advice of a friend, sold them all before the
2008 meltdown, which gave me the capital to make
some interesting acquisitions, including Mad Dog.

Graham Beswick, CEO of Mad Dog 2020

Giving a Stage
to Talent
from all
Backgrounds
The Creative Industries have
grown to become a major part
of the South Wales landscape –
creating world-class TV and Film
productions, nurturing exciting
talent across many different
skillsets; and launching many
rewarding careers for people
from all communities.

“What the Welsh government
and companies life Bad Wolf
have achieved is absolutely
remarkable”
“Mad Dog is now 21 years old and we’re seen as
the most professionally-run Extras agency in the
UK. We have offices in London, Glasgow and
Manchester – and Cardiff of course, which has
become our largest office, even bigger than London.
I’ve watched the growth of South Wales as a
creative centre and it’s been remarkable. In fact, for
the first time in my life, I found myself motivated
to write an email to a government – the Welsh
Government – congratulating them on the way
they have been a catalyst for introducing a worldclass TV and Film industry into the region. It’s
phenomenal – along with the extraordinary work
being done at places like Bad Wolf Studios.

“Welsh talent is as good as anywhere
and the future is there to grab”

Graham Beswick, CEO Mad Dog 2020
Casting, started his own remarkable career
as a trained accountant with Deloitte,
before pursuing a vocation in the film
industry…becoming one of the early
‘internet entrepreneurs’…owner of an
AI consultancy…and after capitalising all
his companies ahead of the 2008 crash,
acquiring what has become the industryleading Mad Dog 2020 Casting…
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“The feeling is that this great story has just begun
in and around Cardiff – and the future’s there to
grab. The world’s going through real change at the
moment – social, technological and climatic – and
the growth of the creative cluster around Cardiff
seems to be part of this new era. Wales has the
creative talent to match that anywhere – it just
needs to believe in itself. With the major Netflix,
Amazon and other productions pouring in, I think
the region will see a 40% growth in TV and Filmjobs
over the next few years. The big challenge and
opportunity is to train enough people to meet all
that demand for Directors, Assistant Directors,
Script Editors, Costume and Set Designers; and all
the other jobs behind the camera.

“I think the region will see a
40% increase in TV & Film jobs
and it needs to train the people
to do those jobs”
“We’re doing our bit to help open up the industry
to a more diverse group of people – including
training our own team in Unconscious Bias. We
also do street casting in Wales, approaching people
who have never been involved as a Supporting
Artist in films; and we’re deliberately challenging
the norm of what’s ‘representative’ and what’s
‘beautiful’. We realise that Film and TV is in a very
powerful position in society and like a number of
organisations such as BAFTA, we’re committed to
go looking for new talent rather than casting the
cousin of someone we know. The people we put on
screen now will be seen as the norm in society in a
few years’ time – so we really can drive change.

“If Wales takes the lead and skills-up,
it could capture it all”
“We see ourselves as a Welsh company – our
registered office is in North Wales – and in my mind
there’s no doubt that Wales can be a major player
on the world stage in Film and TV. It’s going to take
leadership – it always does – and it needs skilling
up to meet the demand. Do that and Wales could
capture it all.”

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Success for me is building a worldclass SFX company on local Welsh
talent”
“Dealing with those challenges were the making of us in
many ways. We couldn’t afford to bring in technicians
from London, so we grew our own team – and an entire
Welsh SFX industry – in Cardiff. Carmella’s training
expertise was central to that. Over the past eight years
we’ve managed to develop 12 apprentices through the
business – and we’re incredibly proud that one of our
former Special Effects Apprenticeships, Danny Snelling,
won the Creative Industries Apprentice of the Year at
the 2020 QSA Awards. Danny worked with us on both
Coronation Street and Peaky Blinders; and he’s a great
example of what people from all backgrounds can
achieve in this industry.

Crafting
World-Class
Special Effects,
from Splott
to Sunset
Boulevard
The Creative Industries have
grown to become a major part
of the South Wales landscape –
creating world-class TV and Film
productions, nurturing exciting
talent across many different
skillsets; and launching many
rewarding careers for people
from all backgrounds.
Danny Hargreaves and Carmela Carruba
moved from London to Cardiff in 2005,
giving birth to a Special Effects company
from a garage in Splott. Today, that
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generating atmospherics and creating pyrotechnics didn’t
look particularly accessible to me – but I pursued my
passion to become the first-ever SFX apprentice, through
a training programme called Skillset; and before I knew
it I was working on the sets of big TV productions like
London’s Burning, and films that included Sexy Beast
and Star Wars.

Wales offered me the chance
to set up my own business at
the age of 29.”
business – RealSFX – is acknowledged as a
world-leader: winner of 6 BAFTA’s, 2 Royal
Society Awards and an Emmy. Danny and
Carmela have built their team by providing
apprenticeships to local people from all
backgrounds; and they explain why growing
success from the ground-up is the right way to
go…

I became an apprentice myself in
1995, working on everything from
London’s Burning to Star Wars”
“Being involved in films has been my passion since
I was 13”, says Danny. “I managed to get behind
the scenes of Terminator 2 and realised that the
engineering of a film was the thing for me. At that
time, my parents ran a pub in a small village just
outside London, so a career spent making models,
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“I first came to Wales when I got the opportunity to work
on Dr Who. I soon realised that this was a fantastic place
to live and work, in what was then a small but growing
creative industry, full of great people. Wales backed me
too – with BBC Wales offering me the chance to set up my
own company at the age of 29, purely on the strength of
the work I was doing on Dr Who.

I set up the business in a garage in
Splott – living and working in the
garage”
“That business was set up in a garage in Splott, where I
both lived and worked. It was a surreal time – managing
on very little money but running the special effects for
the biggest show on TV at that time. Fortunately I’d
met Carmella by then; and she helped make ends meet
working as a hairdresser in her spare time, on top of her
day-job as a training manager for an airline.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales 

Incredibly proud to have trained
12 great apprentices, including the
Apprentice of the Year 2020”
“Winning the BAFTAs and other awards is not the reason
why I go to work every day” stresses Danny. “It’s not
about prizes or money. Success to me is growing a worldclass SFX company on local talent; and being able to
send them to work on any production anywhere in the
world, knowing that their work will shine. Our team has
delivered exceptional work on everything from Peaky
Blinders and Dark Materials to Sherlock and the BBC’s
Dracula. That’s what gives me satisfaction.”

We believe in re-skilling people
already in work, as well as providing
apprenticeships to school-leavers”
As the inspiration behind the apprenticeship provision,
Carmella has the same belief in developing people who
have genuine commitment and passion.
“We don’t just take school-leavers – we believe in reskilling
people who have realised that they want to do a job
that they really love. Our team has included people who
were car salesmen, shopworkers, riggers, electricians,
carpenters and history graduates – and they’re all now
creating special effects on major productions.

This is an industry for everyone who
has the talent and desire to work in
it. My message is simple: don’t be
scared of it, come and talk to the
world-class companies here in the
region – come and be a part of it.”

The Creative Industries Edition
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Movietech Camera Rentals is an established
part of this Welsh Creativescape, making a
telling contribution to productions such as
His Dark Materials, Gangs of London, The
War of the Worlds and A Discovery of Witches.
Andy Cooper, Movietech’s Marketing Director,
has watched the industry develop in Wales
over the course of his career and shares an
informed perspective on the reasons why
our region is succeeding and can continue
to succeed..

The whole industry is changing
and Wales is geared to benefit
from that change”

Andy Cooper, Marketing Director of Movietech

Equipping
People and
Productions
with
Everything
they Need
to Succeed
The Creative Industries are now
acknowledged as a major part
of the South Wales landscape –
creating world-class TV and Film
productions, nurturing exciting
talent across many different
skillsets; and launching many
rewarding careers for people
from all communities.
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“The whole TV & Film industry is changing in front
of our eyes and Wales is geared to benefit from
that change. I can give you a real-time example
of that from where I’m sitting right now, in the
Pinewood studios of West London. Pinewood
has in effect been drafted in to support Disney’s
global production ambition. It is no longer the
meeting place and crossroads for the wider film
production industry – the flipside is for UKwide inward investment to remain sustainable
producers must look elsewhere, and the industry
in the Cardiff Capital Region, and the four-wall
studios in South Wales, will be in even more in
demand. You deserve that as you have been
carving a path as the destination for Film & TV
production outside the M25, for several years”.

Carving a path as the destination
for Film & TV production outside
the M25”
“I have been lucky enough during my career to
have been involved in the expansion of a number
of international production facilities. In North
Carolina and post-apartheid South Africa,
establishing offices Poland, Prague and Russia
and CIS as perestroika began to open the world to
international producers. What we are doing in
Wales – to service world-class cinematographers
and filmmakers – sits alongside any of these as a
source of pride. We first came to the area to see
the newly built Dragon studios on the recommendation of an old colleague. That impressed us and
showed the virtues that South Wales had to offer.
And when we saw the Bad Wolf studio complex
we knew something serious was happening –
through serious investment and serious intent.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

If this region
keeps doing what
it’s doing, it’s
going to create
something very
special.”
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A Call to
Action
from
the CCR
Creative
Industries

What we’re doing in Wales
is making me very proud”
“Watching the evolution in Wales has really been quite
something and parallels the 1980’s when I went out
as an engineer to North Carolina, to help establish
a production community in a region with little or
no history of film-making. It was very exciting but
very challenging – and as it succeeded it became the
bridgehead and platform from which an industry could
grow around and flourish – utilising the natural beauty
of the environment and talent applied to unique story
telling. Before too long, New Yorkers and Los Angelinos
were coming to make films in this most unlikely region.
But it captured people’s hearts; it was a beautiful place
to be, to live, amongst lovely diverse people. A whole
industry gravitated to that place. And I can see the
same happening in South Wales. More so: you have
talent, you have the mountains, the sea and a capital
city that’s one of the best places to live in the UK –
where a 40-minute drive can take you to locations
that could double as anywhere in the world.
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We spoke with industry experts, seasoned
company executives, experienced skills
providers, award-winning practitioners – and
up-and-coming talent – to find out where this
creative cluster stands in global terms.
The insights are compelling and hugely
encouraging. It’s universally accepted that
South East Wales is now a world-destination for
film and screen production, with ‘native’ Welsh
creative companies being joined by incoming
enterprises inspired by the catalyst of “Porth
Teigr” – giving a platform for home-grown talent
to become a growing force in the industry.

A platform for home-grown talent
to become a growing force in the
industry”
It’s also clear that there’s no room for
complacency. The creative enterprises of
South East Wales have worked incredibly hard
over many years to earn this place in the sun –
and enjoyed game-changing investment from
a Welsh government that’s backed a big and
brave vision. It could also be argued that this
‘golden generation’ benefits from the natural
advantages of being a close-knit community
set between a stunning coastline and beautiful
mountains – offering a multitude of dream
locations, all underpinned by world-class
facilities and a ready-made supply chain, just
two hours from London. As a region, we’re
fortunate to enjoy these advantages – and
the next few years is all about optimising and
maximising on that.

Watching the evolution in Wales
has really been quite something”
“We feel very much at home in Wales. The government,
the industry and the communities have all been open
and supportive, which has helped us hire three local
people and continually look to play our part in growing
the talent pipeline. To my mind, it’s important that
Wales balances this ‘local’ with the ‘global’. Take the
example of the Eisteddfod, which is both patriotic and
international. That means continuing to be attentive
to the filmmakers who come here and constantly
working at nurturing the Welsh connections
worldwide.

We enjoy advantages that we
need to maximise on”
Given these advantages, there’s room to improve
and scope to grow – particularly if we can open
up a much wider access to training and
professional opportunities, engaging with
creative talent from all communities and
backgrounds. That talent is ‘there’ – and so is the
opportunity, exemplified by the astonishing
diversity of courses available at the University
of South Wales and many FE colleges throughout
the region, as well as the genuine commitment
shown by local production and facilities
companies, eager to help develop a diverse talent
pipeline.

I f this region keeps doing what it’s
doing, it’s going to create something
very special.”

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Thank you to everyone from those companies, colleges and the wider creative
community who made such a telling contribution to this series – these are some
of the insights and ambitions you have put centre stage:
We Have The Talent. But We Need
To Include Everyone.
Everyone we spoke with stressed the need
to widen access to training and professional
opportunities – and many were themselves
a personal testament to where giving that
access can lead. Danny Hargreaves started his
professional life as an Apprentice in London and
within a few short years had worked his way onto
the set of the primetime TV drama, ‘London’s
Burning’: learning the art and science of Special
Effects on a journey that then took him to a
garage in Splott, where he both lived and worked,
starting up an enterprise that’s become the
world-renowned BAFTA & Emmy-award-winning
RealSFX company, which is now the Special
Effects provider of choice to major productions
around the world, from its state-of-the-art
Cardiff base.

The talent is here – and so is the
opportunity”
Pontypridd-born Richard Moss’s personal story
took him in the opposite direction, starting out
in the editing suites of the Welsh capital before
moving to London and eventually returning to
Cardiff as MD of Gorilla Post-Productions. Both
Danny and Rich are evangelical in their advocacy
of training local ‘raw’ talent through Traineeships
and Apprenticeships – and see this as “essential”
and “critical” to the next stage of the region’s
screen industry success. As Rich stressed: “Both
the opportunities and the training are here. We
just need to get people from all communities
across the region to apply.”

We’re ‘Very Good’. With The
Potential To Become Truly Great.
Just how good could our creative cluster
become? Tom Ware spent 15 years as a producer
for the BBC before becoming Director of
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Production & Performance at University of South
Wales – and gave us his honest assessment:
“Our students have had 17 Oscar and 15 BAFTA
nominations – and we recently won the BAFTA
for SFX on Dark Materials – so there’s a lot of
good stuff going on. I’ve been in Cardiff since
2008 and witnessed how the industry has
exploded during that time. It’s probably now
1000% bigger than when I first came – and at
one point in 2020 was actually the second
busiest screen cluster in Europe. Our role now
is to help build the talent pipeline, supply what
is now a world-class industry right on our
doorstep – and provide a pathway for people
in every community across the region.

A world-class industry right on
our doorstep
Multi-award-winning Director & Writer Phil
John is a prime example of someone who
grabbed that opportunity and pursued that
pathway. An alumni of the Newport Film School,
whose subsequent accolades have included
BAFTA nominations as Director of ‘Downton
Abbey’, Phil ‘found’ his true professional path
at the age of 30 and believes “we in Wales just
need to believe in ourselves. Learn the craft and
work with people who push you and encourage
you. If I can do it, anyone can do it. That’s not me
being humble – the training opportunities now
are greater than they’ve ever been It’s my belief
that once you focus, once you get ‘plugged in’,
the experience you keep gaining will take you
through to wherever you’re meant to be.”

Being here means we can afford
to sleep at night
Movietech Camera Rentals is an established
part of this Welsh Creativescape, making a
telling contribution to productions such as His
Dark Materials, Gangs of London, The War of
the Worlds and A Discovery of Witches. Andy
Cooper, Movietech’s Marketing Director, has
watched the industry develop in Wales over
the course of his career and shared an informed
perspective on the reasons why our region is
succeeding and can continue to succeed. “The
whole TV & Film industry is changing in front
of our eyes and Wales is geared to benefit from
that change. The industry in the Cardiff Capital
Region and the four-wall studios in South Wales
will be in even more demand. You deserve that as
you have been carving a path as the destination
for Film & TV production outside the M25, for
several years.”

there’s something very special happening right
now and I’ve not had to look beyond South
Wales for work. There’s such a great mix of
production – from drama to documentary –
and as a freelancer it’s good to know you can
go from job to job, even with all the disruption
that happened in 2020”.

A golden moment in the Creative
Industries here in South Wales
Alison Dowzell, MD of Screen Alliance Wales,
has been a key driver in the development of
the creative and media industries across Wales
and summarises both the importance and the
potential of a sector “that now contributes
£361 million to the Cardiff Capital Region
alone, with more than 1300 firms employing
over 5,000 people. It’s clear that the appetite
to grow much further is clearly there. Since
2018, Screen Alliance Wales has engaged
with over 10,000 people to help open their
eyes and minds about the wide variety of
careers available. And with the National Film
& Television School about to open its centre in
Cardiff this April, we’re in a stronger position
than ever before to support emerging talent
and strengthen skills development for a sector
that’s putting this part of the world on a global
stage, in every sense.”

We Deliver Tangible Value and
Economic Growth.

We Enjoy A Strategic Advantage.
And We Must Use It.
A combination of Welsh government backing and
a comparatively low-cost base when compared to
London has seen many businesses choose to set
up in Cardiff, including Vox Pictures, creators of
the Welsh-born and globally successful ‘Keeping
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Faith’. Adrian Bates, award-winning producer and
co-founder of Vox, sees the powerful blend of
economics and creative excellence as a powerful
factor in success: “Keeping Faith has grown into
a big production beast during those five years,
costing £750,000 an hour; and we couldn’t
have geared Vox to achieve that without the
commercial advantages of being based in Cardiff
rather than London. The mathematics of being
here means we could afford our own edit suites,
development rooms and all the other things that
help you plan ahead to create a £6 million series
– and still sleep at night.
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This emerging global powerhouse is delivering
exceptional training and professional
opportunities to locally-based talent such
as 24-year-old Alex Moore, who trained at
the Welsh College of Music & Drama and
has experienced a continual stream of work
as Location Assistant on many different
productions across the region, including
Netflix’s ‘Apostle’ and ‘Pobol y Cwm’: “There’s
a feeling that this is a golden moment in the
Creative Industries here in South Wales – and
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